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TECHNICAL NOTE
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Leon and Ramamoorthy (1997) developed an adaptable problem-space-based search method. Part of that work included devel
opment of a lower bound and comparison of makespans using real-world data. In this note we improve their lower bound and
show that the Leon and Ramamoorthy search method found better makespan solutions than their lower bound indicated,
including some optimal makespans.

1. Introduction

A flexible flow line is a manufacturing system consisting
of several serial stages with at least one identical machine
in each stage. Jobs move through the stages in order, but
may be able to skip stages depending on the process plan.
The following notation will be used in this note:

R number of stages;
M, = number of machines in stage s;
dis = processing time of job i in stage s.

Section 2 of this note improves the lower bound from
Leon and Ramamoorthy (1997) for the optimal make
span in a flexible flow line. Section 3 demonstrates the
improved lower bounds using data from the paper of
Wittrock (1988) and the makespans found in Leon and
Ramamoorthy (1997) to show that Leon and Rama
moorthy's methods worked better than reported. Section
4 concludes the note.

2. Improved lower bounds

Leon and Ramamoorthy (1997) present the following
lower bound. To remove ambiguity, we correct a minor
typo by replacing subscript "s" with "r" in the middle
term.

{
r-I R}

LB = r~~~R ~m}n{diS} + 2;dir/Mr + S~1 m}n{d;s} .

( I )
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LB acknowledges that each stage provides a lower bound
equal to its earliest activation plus minimum active du
ration plus time to clear subsequent stages. LB can be
strengthened by observing that work at a given stage
cannot begin until the first job reaches that stage. The
time for a job to reach a given stage is bounded by the
sum of its processing times for all stages up to that stage.
For any set of di."

r r

min Ldis 2: Lm}n{diS}'
5=1 s=l

The same follows for the time until the last job finishes
processing after a given stage. LB is strengthened as
follows:

{
r-I R }

LB I = 1?ax min L dis + Ldir/Mr+min L dis.
r-l, ... ,R 1 s=l i I s=r+l

(2)

It is understood that the

mm,
i

refers only to the jobs i with d.; > O. LB I can be
strengthened by observing that work at a given stage can
only begin at one machine when the first job arrives. The
second machine is idle until the second job arrives, and so
on. By allocating the idle time across all machines at the
given stage, we strengthen LB I

. The notation

"minp." 1

will be used to indicate the (k + I)st from the lowest value
and
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Table I. Comparison of local search average makespans from Leon and Ramamoorthy (1997) with lower bounds

Percent deviation

LB LB i LB2

Day LB LBi LB2 SNS SDS FIS SNS SDS FIS SNS SDS FIS

I 720 734 734 5.64 6.53 6.53 3.62 4.50 4.50 3.62 4.50 4.50'
2 728 767 767 5.58 6.02 6.18 0.21 0.63 0.78 0.21 0.63 0.78
3 741 761 761 4.24 5.21 4.76 1.50 2.44 2.01 150 2.44 2.01
4 713 761 761 8.39 8.78 8.56 1.55 1.92 1.71 155 1.92 1.71
5 941 961 961 2.13 2.13 2.30 0.00· 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.17
6 631 648 649 5.59 5.63 6.15 2.82 2.85 3.36 2.67 2.70 3.20

. .
mm[O] =mm.

For example, given a list of values {2, 5,7, 8, 9},

rninj.: = 5.

LB
I is strengthened as follows:

{

~I R

LB
2 = .!..nax min L dis + L dir/M r + min L dis

,-I,... ,R 1 s=1 j / s=r+l

I M,-I (r-I r-I) }+- L min Ldis - min LdiS .
M. I [kj Ir k=1 s=1 s=]

(3)

and Ramamoorthy's search methods performed better
than previously reported.
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3. Computational results

Leon and Ramamoorthy (1997) use data from the paper
of Wittrock (1988) for computational comparisons. In
this section, we also use this data to demonstrate the
improved lower bounds. Table I shows the percent de
viation between each lower bound and the local search
solutions from Leon and Ramamoorthy (1997). The
percent deviation is 100 x (value - lower bound)jlower
bound, where value is the average of 10 runs with ran
domly generated neighborhoods. LB I is greater than LB
in each of these cases. LB2 is greater than LB I in only one
case. This is because of the large number of jobs with the
same processing times in the data set. We can see that
while Leon and Ramamoorthy claimed to be very close to
the optimal makespan, they were in fact closer than they
thought. We verify that they found the optimal makespan
for day 5 using both the SNS and SDS methods for
generating neighborhoods. The original average gap of
5.26% for the SNS procedure has been reduced to 1.59
with LB2

.

4. Conclusions

In this note we have improved a lower bound ·on the
makespan for a flexible flow line and shown that Leon

Leon, V.l. and Ramamoorthy, B. (1997) An adaptable problem-space
based search method for flexible flow line scheduling. lIE Trans
actions, 29,115-125.

Wittrock, RJ. (1988) An adaptable scheduling algorithm for flexible
flow lines. Opera/ions Research, 36(3), 445-453.
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